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Memo to C-Suite: 
Video Success Isn’t About DAM vs. MAM

Chapter 1: Memo to C-Suite: Video Success Isn’t About DAM vs. MAM.

To understand why, think about the change media companies 
face:

Mass adoption of the smartphone not only gives everyone a 
personal TV but also a 4k video production system. Direct-to-con-
sumer streaming has put broadcasters, cable providers and movie 
theatres on their heels. Social media’s whimsical formats and 
genre-bending stars have fueled audience declines, even for top 
channels.

For over a decade, Levels Beyond has helped media companies 
adapt to these changes by increasing the velocity, volume, diversi-
ty and quality of content produced. 

And in that time, a hard truth has emerged.

When it comes to video, even well-planned, Silver Bullet “sys-
tem-of-record” deployments that solve problems with existing 
workflows inevitably need to be connected to new systems and 
unseen creative tasks that bring back the integration pains these 
deployments were meant to cure.

Video files are too big; use cases are emerging from everywhere; 
and the creative dynamism of the medium itself means that static 
solutions can’t survive for long. New tools rise, others fade. What’s 
popular today may turn-off audiences tomorrow. Forgotten mate-
rial can suddenly re-emerge as a shiny object at the long-tail.

Instead, Enterprise C-Suite leaders looking to up-level their video 
strategy should be focused on a concept the best media companies 
use to fill their content pipelines: Dynamic Media Orchestration.

Over the past decade, the global Media & TV business has learned a lesson all Enterprises should heed.

Success with video doesn’t come from choosing a mystical single best-of-breed MAM, Edit Suite, Live Switcher, 
DAM – or any other system. Instead, it comes with being able to easily orchestrate human, semi-automated and
automated workflows among these systems, and others that will inevitably emerge.
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Chapter 1: Memo to C-Suite: Video Success Isn’t About DAM vs. MAM.

It’s All About Workflows 
In video creation lingo, “workflows” are the manual, semi-automated and automated tasks associated with creat-
ing new and repurposed content for distribution and monetization partners. 

Video makers use this word in the same way Ford might use the words “assembly line.”

The way these workflows get invented, set-up and maintained typically involves multiple departments, 
intersect-ing processes, and disparate, siloed systems that hold critical information and componentry for final 
output. That includes metadata, caption files, edit decision lists and much more. As these workflows have 
grown in scale, com-plexity and economic importance, the heavy lifting involved with managing them has 
fueled the rise of the work-flow software category.

For a media company, stakeholders might be an internal Direct-to-Consumer unit, an agency or post-production 
studio, a social media partner, or traditional distributors. And the type of video needed varies. Previews, snippets, 
live multi-camera content and long-form storytelling that is assembled into a final product by editors, designers, 
and producers using a rich and growing set of tools.

Increasingly, this might even look simplistic for the wide-ranging video activities of leading enterprises.

International consumer brands hire premium agencies globally and expect them to share valuable raw footage. 
Travel companies rely on video to build trust and sizzle for new product launches. eCommerce innovators are 
creating video-first brands with creativity so compelling that it can effectively cut the price paid whether 
mea-sured in CPMs or CPAs.

And all of these companies have robust non-advertising-based video needs for internal corporate operations, 
too. The list of examples is long. Internal training sessions for sales teams; investor webinar events and presenta-
tions; internal morale building exercises; product training for buyers and channel partners; corporate responsibili-
ty videos for social media; customer service video chats; live town hall meetings; and polished livestreams to roll 
out new products.
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Pandemic-Accelerated Importance of Enterprise Video

¹  A Message to our Users, by Eric Yuan, published on Zoom.us, April 1, 2020; URL: https://blog.zoom.us/a-message-to-our-users/

Chapter 1: Memo to C-Suite: Video Success Isn’t About DAM vs. MAM.

The global pandemic and the resulting boom in remote work — and video calls in particular — have only increased 
both the needs of — and possibilities for — video in today’s enterprise.

Think about it this way: Even powerful hyper-capitalized tech behemoths — Google Hangouts, Apple Facetime, 
Facebook Portal, and Amazon’s Alexa Show — couldn’t make video calls comfortable for most everyday 
consumers.

And yet within a month of Covid-19’s arrival, video conferencing usage saw a 
jaw-dropping rise outside the enterprise. From catching up with grandma to play-
ing poker with friends, usage exploded. In December of 2019, Zoom reported 
10M average daily participants. By the end of March the number hit 200M. 
A month later, 300M.1

These video use cases, webinars, screenshares and demos have only increased 
the supply and demand for video execution across functions, from sales to HR, 
from marketing to support. 

https://blog.zoom.us/a-message-to-our-users/
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² MIT Research - Brain Processing of Visual Information, December 19, 1996, quoting Professor Mriganka Sur of MIT's Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences,  

  "Half of the human brain is devoted directly or indirectly to vision.” URL: https://news.mit.edu/1996/visualprocessing

 ³ The Vision Thing: Mainly in the Brain, by Denise Grady, May 31, 1993, Discover Magazine, 

   URL: https://www.discovermagazine.com/mind/the-vision-thing-mainly-in-the-brain

Chapter 1: Memo to C-Suite: Video Success Isn’t About DAM vs. MAM.

The Hydra & The Studio of Heracles
In Greek mythology, the Hydra is the many-headed monster that – 
when one head is chopped off – grows two in its place. While Hera-
cles manages to slay the Hydra in the end – he ends up in unbearable 
pain, having unknowingly worn a shirt covered in Hydra-tainted 
blood. 

Most Corporate Studios feel Heracles’ pain! Fundamentally, a video 
strategy requires the production of a high volume of diverse video 
types, cost effectively and fast. 

But video is hard. It takes expensive tools and specialized skills. It’s 
time-consuming to produce, even with AI and the rise of a 
video-skilled labor force. The difficulty isn’t random – it’s directly tied 
to the density of information conveyed by moving pictures and audio. 
Indeed, half our brain is dedicated directly or indirectly to visual 
processing.2

Sight, sound and motion, when executed well, can produce mega-ef-
ficiencies and impact for both internal and external communication.3 
“If a picture is worth a thousand words, a video is worth thousands of 
pictures,“ notes David Lipsey, a noted global expert on Digital Asset 
Management and the Global Chair of the Henry Stewart Global DAM 
Conferences.

This power also carries risks. Videos that are inauthentic, boring or 
off-message not only fail in their core objective, they drive a negative 
impact. As Mr. Lipsey puts it, “Of course, the opposite is true — even 
a few seconds of a bad video is like eating a spoiled oyster. You know 
it as soon as you bite into it — and you’ll remember it for way too 
long.”

So where does this delicate and complex blending of human 
creativity, design, writing, cinematography, presentation skills and 
technology typically come together? The Corporate Studio. 

https://news.mit.edu/1996/visualprocessing
https://www.discovermagazine.com/mind/the-vision-thing-mainly-in-the-brain
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The Rise of the Corporate Studio
For companies that intend to weave video into their businesses as deeply as it’s woven into our lives, the 
Corporate Studio is the focal point for the people, processes and tools of successful video strategy.

But video content rarely involves a single person, facility or functional department. 

It spans multiple locations, production partners, purposes and technology platforms. 
Raw footage acquisition, metadata logging, craft edit finals, thumbnail selections, 
graphic overlays, transitions and sound – all of these creation activities happen via 
multiple methods, tools, times and locations. 

Next Step: DAM?

Chapter 2: The Rise of the Corporate Studio.

The Corporate Studio plays a central role in orchestrating the above video functions throughout the enterprise, 
from Marketing to Human Resources, and from Investor Relations to eCommerce and Support.

And for most companies today, all of these functions interface with consumer websites and mobile app experi-
ences designed for end-customers. In an image-centric world, the Digital Asset Manager is the 800-pound goril-
la of website publishing. Examples of leading DAM systems that feed mission-critical consumer facing websites 
and apps include Adobe Experience Manager, Widen Enterprises, Orange Logic, Siteore, and Censhare.

As such, with each new video assignment, Corporate Studio teams find themselves building their own 
bare-bones file systems, naming conventions and cloud storage bins to work in concert with the various 
Non-Linear Editing systems that might be involved in the project from Adobe’s Premiere Pro to Apple’s Final Cut 
Pro. In the beginning, these ad hoc systems work well-enough. Studio teams learn how to send finished videos 
to the DAM and field new requests from DAM marketing owners.
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But as entities scale-up their video strategy, filling up storage with everything from training videos to live 
multi-camera feeds to raw footage from expensive ad agencies shoots, it becomes obvious to editors and collab-
orators on these assets that a better video storage, metadata, and delivery management system is needed. 

Video is a digital asset, isn’t it? True, but unless it’s a finished asset that will require no additional usage or 
manipulations downstream, a Digital Asset Management system is not the right tool. 

Video DAMs: What the Analysts Say
“DAM decisions are big ones,” notes DAM expert & Rutgers Instructor David Lipsey. “Leaders that have invested 
in a DAM have made a decision of major consequence. But finding a logo or an asset, that is not the end of the 
story when video comes to town. Video teams have to focus on repurposing content, on in-process content, on 
B-roll footage which may be voluminous.”

Just as media companies know that each new video project is built on in-progress workflows — pre-purposed, 
repurposed and multi-purposed content across platforms — so too do the media-savvy video producers that 
operate corporate studios.

Forrester agrees. In their November 2019 analysis of fourteen leading enterprise Digital Asset Management 
systems, only two received top marks of five out of five for the ability to handle “video and emerging content 
support.” Nine of the fourteen received scores that were under three. By most letter grading schemes, that’s a 
Fail.

More interesting still, the criteria for video handling was only weighted as 15% of the overall score for current 
offerings, notwithstanding a stark rise in the use — and usefulness — of video in general. Indeed, it’s worth 
sum-marizing the top three key strategic differentiators by which Forrester believes C-Suite leaders should 
judge these systems.

First is Usability. It’s the obvious critical dimension. Second? The capabilities around Work-in-Progress creation 
tasks, which echoes the pre-purposing, re-purposing and multi-purposing tasks Corporate Studios are familiar 
with. Finally, the third leg of Forrester’s key differentiator advice: Integrations. 

“Over the past decade, many of these DAMs were deployed to be the single source of truth. At 
least, that was the goal. But video is increasingly pervasive across functions in the enterprise. Many 
silos develop with overlapping activities. Some of it is connected, but none of it optimally so.

Usually the idea of these DAM deployments is to build a system that takes content from A to B. 
Unfortunately, Enterprises that want to build-out successful video strategies will need that content 
to travel from A to G, or H, then back to A again and perhaps then down to Z.”

Jeff Kazanow, Director, Product Marketing & Strategic Alliances at Levels Beyond, 
makers of the REACH ENGINE Dynamic Media Orchestration Platform.4

Chapter 2: The Rise of the Corporate Studio.

4  A video management platform with best-in-class library functions and a strategic focus on in-process workflow orchestration.
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DAM Plus MAM, Still Not a Silver Bullet
For media and TV companies and most Corporate Studios using advanced editing tools and producing volumes 
of video on a daily basis, the category of system typically used to store, manage, log, duplicate, transfer and 
retrieve video assets is called a Media Asset Management system, or MAM. You can think of a MAM as a special-
ized “video-only” DAM.

Introducing MAM
To learn more about the functions that a world-class MAM delivers to broadcast entities, we recommend this 
February 2017 Broadcast Bridge guest post, Optimizing Media Asset Management for Current Broadcast Environ-
ments.5

The basic video capabilities a MAM might provide include:

Beautiful video editing panel integrations, opening up a world of capabilities inside creative tools like 
Adobe’s Premiere Pro and Apple’s Final Cut Pro.

Metadata library functions including the ability to support custom hierarchies, frame- or time-based 
metadata, multiple languages and various related sidecar files.

Management of hierarchical storage systems to optimize the cost of storing and retrieving broadcast 
quality files, mezzanines, proxies and sub-clips.

Ability to ingest, index, quality-check and verify a wide array of formats, compression algorithms and 
wrappers.

Handling transformations such as transcoding files into various formats.

File movement integrations such as with accelerated file transfer technologies.

As we wrote at the outset, while MAMs are necessary platforms at every media and TV company, they aren’t 
sufficient. Why? In part, it’s because that second list of functions above is better served by Dynamic Media 
Orchestration.

Indeed, here are four underlying truths for media companies that further illustrate why the modern media envi-
ronment has driven orchestration software deployments at media-savvy enterprises.

5 Optimizing Media Asset Management for Current Broadcast Environments, by Ariel Nashri, April 19, 2017, Broadcast Bridge, 

   URL: https://www.thebroadcastbridge.com/content/entry/8330/optimizing-media-asset-management-for-current-broadcast-environments

In addition, more advanced functionality that some MAMs have attempted to include are:

https://www.thebroadcastbridge.com/content/entry/8330/optimizing-media-asset-management-for-current-broadcast-environments
https://www.thebroadcastbridge.com/content/entry/8330/optimizing-media-asset-management-for-current-broadcast-environments
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Four Facts Driving 
Orchestration at 
MAM-savvy Enterprises

Studio Leaders Recognize the 
Importance of Talent and their Favored Tools

Video is the ultimate canvas. Moving pictures. Live action. It can move fast. Or very slow. In reverse or in a video 
mix. It can feature animation, claymation or machinima. It has audio: music in the foreground or background, with 
dialog, or voice-over synced with kinetic text.

All of these and more make video sight sound and motion the marketing asset with the greatest ability to evoke 
emotion, clarity and stickiness of message.

In this environment, the connection between a human and their creative tools is deep. 

Video making is a craft. “And it’s not just the tools, but how you access them, how they work with each other,” 
says Mr.  Lipsey. “With the advent of mobile phones, growth of remote cameras, 360 video, virtual reality, 
augmented reality and many other data visualization tools – no one knows what creativity will bring next.”

So while many studios may have centralized on a primary set of editing tools, the way those tools are mixed and 
matched with other plug-ins and innovations can be a critical factor in enabling a studio, channel or video enter-
prise to attract and retain creative talent. 

“We see media orchestration as a new arrow in the quiver of Talent Acquisition leaders in highly specialized 
creative fields. It’s a way to say, we value your talents – not just your raw creative talent but the way you work 
with digital tools to break boundaries for ever better video,” explains Mr. Kazanow.

Orchestration helps by connecting all humans and tools in a big tent to nurture creativity.

Orchestration helps by executing automated and semi-automated multi-platform content versioning at dramat-
ically lower costs and errors per unit of content output.

2. Thriving Media Companies Are Multi-platform Native, Embracing New Formats, 
Genres and Possibilities.

Today’s thriving media companies view content as multi-platform from the get-go. They’re telling stories over 
time in various formats to create a flywheel effect. Pre-purpose, re-purpose, multi-purpose. The proliferation of 
content on platforms like YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snap, and TikTok is almost as stunning as the 
difference between the types of content that lives on each.

Some are video-centric, or story-centric or image-centric. But all of them have catalyzed new ideas for captivat-
ing, informing or delighting users. And many of these involve new editing flows, sizing and shaping of videos, 
graphical technologies, and user-generated or contributed assets.

Lorem ipsum

Lorem ipsum



3. Media Innovators Adopt Tech Early and Often, From Artificial Intelligence to 360-degree
Video to Cloud Infrastructure

The history of media is driven by tech. From radio to color television, from wireless remote controls to wireless 
streaming to mobile devices, the winning media companies tend to lean-in to technology ahead of other markets. 

Artificial Intelligence is a great example. The futuristic science fiction version of Artificial Intelligence, known by 
AI scientists as Artificial General Intelligence, or AGI, still remains fairly elusive, as recent research published in 
Nature suggests.

But in video, so-called “narrow” forms of task-based automation have proven massively useful, particularly in the 
hands of a trained human. Semi-automated content production — from using speech-to-text to enhance 
metadata and identify topics, recognize brand logos, physical objects or important people — has seen rapid 
growth in sports and news production scenarios.

So it’s not surprising to see multiple AI toolsets emerge on various cloud platforms. Each has strengths and weak-
nesses. Any given new workflow might perform best with a tool from AWS, or Azure Media Services, or Google 
Cloud, or other platforms in the market.

And the ability to seamlessly leverage these various approaches is where dynamic orchestration fits so well in the 
process of speeding up video workflows.

Orchestration helps by enabling enterprises to exploit a diverse set of AI and other tools while mitigating the 
chance of getting locked-in to one public cloud service or another.
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4. Profitable Media Companies Focus on Key Windows of Opportunity in the Attention Economy:
Tent-poles, Re-runs and Long-Tail Schedules

At a high level, a programming strategy outlines a set of themes and stories to be told over time. Scheduling out 
that content against a series of daily, weekly, monthly and seasonal events on a real-world calendar is the daily 
work of any media outlet.

So too does every enterprise have a natural or collectively-decided programming calendar that should be 
anchored against. This requires multiple stakeholders to be on the same page at different times.

Often this is a calendar with a few major events – preceded by, or followed by supplemental syndications and 
re-runs. Each item on a calendar is a distribution event which is in turn tied to other departmental functions or 
events.

Here again, the ability to process any number of time-dependent steps in the context of a calendar, whether that 
is real-time, just after real-time or scheduled in advance, is a defining feature of orchestration tools.

Dynamic Media Orchestration is a timeline- and schedule-dependent discipline — the best orchestration 
systems help by managing both scheduled and ad-hoc events which are critical to the distribution of pre-show, 
live, near-live and post-event content.

7  Metadata, AI and Automated Workflows, Vendors’ News Tech Plans, by George Jarrett, February 22, 2018, IBC.org, 
   URL: https://www.ibc.org/trends/metadata-ai-and-automated-workflows-vendors-news-tech-plans/2688.article

6  Why General Artificial Intelligence Will Not Be Realized, by Ragnar Fjelland, June 17, 2020, Nature,  URL: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-020-0494-4

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-020-0494-4
https://www.ibc.org/trends/metadata-ai-and-automated-workflows-vendors-news-tech-plans/2688.article
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The Rise of Orchestration in the Media-savvy Enterprise 
The above trends have pushed the media and TV sector toward the concept of Workflow Orchestration. 
Orchestration enables adaptability to the next new thing. But is this level of flexibility with video needed in the 
Enterprise?

“We've all been traveling down this road called ‘Every Enterprise is a publisher’. There is a fundamental recogni-
tion that “OK, we sell tennis shoes, but, we’re really a publisher,” says David Lipsey. 

But a closer look shows that while we have learned a lot by applying the publishing industry playbook to enter-
prises, we're still not where we need to be. Why?

“You can’t rip-and-replace one DAM after the next, or add one dinky DAM or MAM after the next, and expect 
things to magically get better. Too many companies have a patch work of DAM and MAM systems that don’t 
have basic governance for user roles or rights management features for example, let alone the fact that their 
cheap price tags only end up piling-on expenses as IT departments play a game I call Whack-a-DAM.” 

Jeff Kazanow identifies a source of confusion. “A lot of Enterprises made this leap from being a ‘publisher’ to 
‘needing a DAM’. But being a publisher today is different than it was a decade ago. In fact we see a distinction 
here between a publisher and a modern-day multi-platform media company. Publishing used to mean print. That 
evolved to the web. Web moved to mobile. And today we have an exploding list of social media platforms to hit.”
Mr. Kazanow continues, “So, we’re in a much more complex communications landscape today. All these verticals 
– TV, print, social – have converged into the same video-centric, multi-screen organization with wholesale oper-
ations, owned and operated mobile and connected TV Apps, and digital social teams.”

Sophisticated media companies understand this. There are similarities with the old operation, but the complexi-
ty is much greater. All the years of effort establishing these foundational systems now creates a need to build a 
bridge between them.

Mr. Lipsey continues, “While a ‘single source of truth’ is an oft-heard concept in digital asset management, it’s a 
concept that is no longer possible, or perhaps even applicable. In any respect, it shouldn’t be used to hold exclu-
sive reins over all content in a multi-dimensional, time-shifted universe.”
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C-Suite leaders should understand that in our video pervasive world, media management systems – whether that 
is a single DAM, a DAM and a MAM, or more commonly, a patchwork of DAMs and MAMs globally – are no 
longer the beating heart of a world-class video platform that is always changing, automating and monetizing.

“The most clearly identifiable problem with enterprise 
video strategy today is that the video-native Corporate 
Studio functions and the image-native Marketing / DAM 
functions suffer from the fact that their siloed worlds are 
quite different, they don’t come together often, and 
blending them into a single process isn’t easy,” says Jeff 
Kazanow.

“If you’re on the Studio team, you think of a DAM in video 
terms, you want simple things from the video perspec-
tive, but it can’t deliver. And from the Marketing team, it’s 
the opposite. They want the usability of a DAM. But for 
all things video, it’s much harder. The systems do very 
different things. So they’re all looking for a unicorn that 
by definition doesn’t exist. You can access granular 
content, data and metadata from a DAM and from a 
MAM. But that same task means two completely differ-
ent things to marketing versus the studio.”

What enterprises need today is a way to bridge these 
departments and their systems in a way that is easier and 
faster, more agile, and universal. To understand more 
exactly what we mean, this section includes several 
important case study examples that show how we can 
connect the dots.

From Silver Bullets to Connecting the Dots

Bridging the gaps - that’s where Orchestration becomes a mission-critical digital capability. 
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Examples of Orchestration: 
The Freedom to be Creative: Activision Blizzard Esports

“We didn’t want to be limited by a roadmap, or limited by professional services hurdles, or other 
blockers. We have a dev team that is here to help us differentiate and innovate. We have to deal 
with everything from sidecar transcription files to scalable transcodes in what is, today, still a 
hybrid computing environment.” That’s Chris Scoggins of Activision Blizzard Esports talking 
to Jason Dachman of Sports Video Group.8

In the interview, Mr. Scoggins makes it clear: The core value of orchestration is creative 
freedom.

Media creation tools continue to proliferate at a rate that won’t likely slow down. As such, 
a key success factor for Activision Blizzard is the ability to support ever-changing work-
flows using REACH ENGINE, whether that requires orchestrating advanced video editing 
tools from Quantel, widely used transcoders from Telestream, or accelerated file transfer 
technologies from Aspera. In this way, everyone in the media supply chain is connected 
efficiently together.

8 REACH ENGINE Activision Blizzard Esports’ Global Broadcast Case Study, Sports Video Group panel hosted on July 23, 2020, video feat. Jason Dachman 
   and Chris Scoggins, July 23, 2020 | URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jYgpWVnvGA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jYgpWVnvGA


Examples of Orchestration: 
Airbnb Building Trust

Airbnb recognized early in its history that photos were highly effective at establishing user trust.9 And as Scott 
Ethersmith, Sr. Manager, Live Video and Media Production at Airbnb tells it, that soon resulted in a huge volume 
of files in various places from Google Drives to Dropboxes. The next logical step is a cloud digital asset manage-
ment system which helps to bring those files together with accountability and traceability of assets. 

WIth that, the marketing team felt they were on-track. “But,” Mr. Ethersmith says, “There is one thing that it was 
not built for. Video. Optimizing for video… is a very different animal. So where we’re headed is that we’re imple-
menting a cloud MAM for the video and an orchestration bridge to the existing DAM.”

That will accelerate video usage not only for the marketing team but for the host policy team and the website 
team. “We have a new service launch, Airbnb Experiences, where guests can research and book fun things to do 
like classes, tours and other cool experiences. Videos are key to explaining these new services.”

Then, there’s the Live team. This team handles a range of internal video needs. And according to Mr. Ethersmith, 
the size of that range is rather large.

“There’s a massive appetite for live video from the CEO on down. And the way assets are shared right now, when 
we're talking specific to video assets, it can be challenging sharing across functional teams for example.”

His goal is to enable as much sharing as possible, in a traceable and accountable way. Today the video team is 
hosting everything from live studio shoots with full broadcast control rooms to mobile shoots out and about the 
town.

With orchestration, all of these studios and control rooms share mission-critical assets across their content. This 
includes graphics, spots, intros, slates, lower thirds and stingers. All of these professionally produced branding 
elements enable Airbnb to behave as a sophisticated media company — and it has an important impact on the 
bottom line. 

15
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9 Henry Stewart Webinar moderated by David Lipsey, sponsored by REACH ENGINE, June 10, 2020 | URL: https://youtu.be/2KzYT1wyhZ8

https://youtu.be/2KzYT1wyhZ8
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Examples of Orchestration: 
TechStyle Fashion Group’s “Fashion OS”

At the intersection of branded content, influencers and apparel sits an eCommerce icon-in-the-making, Tech-
Style Fashion Group. Fabletics, Co-founded by Kate Hudson, is the best known of the brands but many others - 
ShoeDazzle, FabKids, Savage X Fenty and more live under a vertically integrated roof. This enables a tech-like 
culture of customer intimacy, high velocity and a business platform they call “Fashion OS.” 

And video is core to their growth, according to Tim Koranda, Director of Studio Technology for TechStyle Fashion 
Group.

TechStyle’s video operation includes a consumer-scale marketing agency with teams that analyze ad spends and 
CPMs, seeking to optimize the effectiveness of every penny put into content production. They work with a 
robust deployment of Adobe Experience Manager and have hundreds of seats of Adobe Creative Cloud. And 
they are rapidly accelerating their use of live streaming on social media platforms like Facebook.

But it wasn’t always smooth sailing. As TechStyle Fashion Group began to scale and accelerate, challenges arose.

“The best case scenario for us, for the workflows we tried to orchestrate on our own, without a tool — and this 
is best case, it’s just filled with manual labor and points of failure. File syncing in the cloud sounds like it can work 
but storage of video at high velocity and volume is trickier than it might seem. We had difficulties synchronizing 
the systems accurately and quickly and that’s a huge liability. Metadata, transcripts, transcoding, archives —    
eventually things start to break as data moves through the pipeline. And we’re moving at the speed of light — so 
we have little room for error.”

Whether it was running nightly transcodes using Adobe Media Encoder, or attempts to sync metadata in their 
MAM and DAM systems with a Product Information Management system, the video file system couldn’t keep up.

The answer for TechStyle? They moved to the REACH ENGINE dynamic media orchestration platform.

Chapter 4: From Silver Bullets to Connecting the Dots.

9 Henry Stewart Webinar moderated by David Lipsey, sponsored by REACH ENGINE, TechStyle Fashion Group excerpt, June 10, 2020
   URL: https://youtu.be/t330FZ8dr5stu.be/t330FZ8dr5s

https://youtu.be/t330FZ8dr5stu.be/t330FZ8dr5s
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“We have really big files and archives and studio facilities and so we defined a shared metadata schema and 
folder structure. We worked across brands to tie into the PIM structure.”

There was resistance. Why do we need a new system? For video newbies, Mr. Koranda offered a clear, concrete 
analogy. “This is about making the cookies. The other systems? They’re about storing and serving them. We’re 
about making them.”

Today, TechStyle has a robust REACH ENGINE deployment that includes automated ingest workflows that 
connect MAM searches with metadata from the product information system. They auto archive to purge stale 
and duplicate assets saving hundreds of thousands of dollars annually. And they’re able to track more than a hun-
dred systems that have to do with the creative stack.

The results? Impressive, says Mr. Koranda. “In a typical Facebook engagement, editorial videos got about 5,000 
views. Once the video team stepped-up the live broadcast and included a multi camera experience, it drove that 
number to over 50,000.” Of course, adding multiple cameras means handling more video. The implications for 
video management are enormous if you can’t automate and orchestrate your MAM on the back-end.

“Getting REACH ENGINE into full-flow has been a great accomplishment for us this year. Those skeptics are now 
my happiest stakeholders.”

What’s Next? 
Taking Stock, 
Prioritizing Actions.
Video boosts marketing, social media, sales enablement, channel development, town halls, instructional training 
and even one-to-one customer support. 

The use cases for video in the enterprise are exploding and the requirements for managing it are closer to those 
of a multiplatform media company than to the web- and image-centric publisher model most enterprises have 
already mastered.

This means faster creative, content and distribution cycles; increased audience engagement and asset monetiza-
tion; more agility to react to developing market trends and unexpected market circumstances.

It can be overwhelming. 

Where to start?

Chapter 5: What’s Next? Taking Stock, Prioritizing Actions.
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Taking Stock: The Maturity Model
Thankfully, the Center for Advanced Studies in Digital Asset Management (CASDAM) has created a capability 
maturity model designed by DAM experts David Lipsey, Lauren Dohr and others, licensed under the Creative 
Commons. This framework is easily adopted for video as Levels Beyond, Inc. has done below.

The model outlines five stages that can be measured on critical dimensions including People; Information; 
Systems; and Processes. In the Figure below, notice how capabilities graduate from Initial to Optimized. 
At first, the organization is using local file shares and emails. They might then move to a centralized cloud plat-
form such as AWS. They’ll begin to establish basic workflows, metadata models, roles and permissions. The third 
step comes with defining standardized ways to collaborate with external organizations for ingest, distribution and 
reporting. Step four moves to measured and controlled, with advanced reporting, dashboard integrations, custom 
work-in-process workflows including review and approval cycles. Finally is the continuously optimized stage of 
capability, typically leveraging hybrid on-premise, private and public cloud architectures as well as AI-based 
metadata tagging and video analytics. 

The full model is available here and we encourage you to take a closer look in framing up how to help your organi-
zation make the right choices about technology, people and processes associated with a video strategy in the 
enterprise.

11 Digital Asset Management Capability Model, retrieved September 9, 2020, URL: https://www.casdam.com/dam-capability-model

https://www.casdam.com/dam-capability-model
https://www.casdam.com/dam-capability-model
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REACH ENGINE: 
Dynamic Media Orchestration for Enterprise

For most enterprises, internal staffers feel that video is coming at them like a freight train. This is certainly true 
of consumer brands whether retail, eCommerce or travel and tourism where there is a clear place for consumer 
facing messaging -- but it’s also true amongst nearly every other industry sector.

If you find yourself in a sea of island systems that need to be connected together more seamlessly, consider the 
REACH ENGINE Dynamic Media Orchestration platform.

It’s the leading platform powering global media supply chains, orchestrating work between and within sub-flows 
and processes involving hundreds of technologies with myriad human dependencies. 

No collection of DAM and MAM systems will dominate the future of the video enterprise. Instead, we see a 
world where video and media libraries across the company are not only searchable and shareable but directly and 
immediately usable inside the mission critical tools at the heart of an enterprise video studio operation.

Plan & Shoot

Acquire

Metadata/AI Produce

Transform

Pack & Deliver

REACH ENGINE enables that reality and eliminates bottlenecks to video creativity, production, output and distri-
bution.

“Think of video as a set of nested Russian dolls. Each one appears to be a stand-alone object. But when you open 
it up, you reveal ever more to explore, monetize, and refine,” says Mr. Lipsey.

With Dynamic Media Orchestration, companies can feel confident they have what it takes to thrive in a digital 
age of constant metamorphosis.
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